
FindADoc's reach is Growing in Canada
FindADoc experiences exponential
Growth in Canada

SHERBORN, MA, USA, May 30, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- FindADoc's growth
in Canada following its recent launch has
been nothing short of astounding.
FindADoc is established in the US as the
nation's longest established Internet
resource for finding Doctors, Dentists
and Chiropractors on the Web. The
FindADoc database includes well over
1.25 million doctors in the USA and now
over 150,000 Health Care Professionals
in Canada. These doctors and dentists
are listed by geographical location and
specialty and are rated using a
proprietary FindaDoc algorithm.

FindADoc is available on the website
FindADoc.com as well as on mobile
platforms, where GPS enabled searches
can be performed on iPhone, iPad or
Android apps in the USA and in Canada.
The BLUE SPOT on the FindADoc apps
automatically locates the Street, Town or
City and allows searches for doctors of
any specialty in the area. Clicking the
phone icon connects directly to the

doctor's office!! Using the iSTANDBY feature (see below) as an option, potential patients can locate
doctors with immediately available appointments and often at large discounted fees!!

Since its launch in Canada last February, web traffic in Canada has grown exponentially. According to

It appears that FindADoc has
found a natural niche in
Canada. Unlike our
competition, our rating system
is totally transparent. We do
not gather and control
information.

President and CEO,
FindADoc

the latest Google Analytics figures, searches for Canadian
Doctors, Dentists and Chiropractors as of today is 59.82
percent of total, exceeding the 25.12 percent for the USA.
This reflects a vacuum in the healthcare lead-generation
space in Canada. FindADoc may have fortuitously been
sucked into an ideal digital home market. Good fortune aside,
FindADoc has also paid meticulous attention to giving the
Canadian consumers exactly what they want.

FindADoc boasts several features that are UNIQUE and not
found on any other healthcare resource on the internet. 

: iSTANDBY is a web-based tool designed to help Dentists,

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://findadoc.com
http://google.com/analytics


Physicians, Surgeons and Chiropractors fill unexpected gaps in their Schedule, including late
cancellations. The complementary feature for the patient, searches for local doctors with available last
minute appointments on their personalized Scheduler. Furthermore, doctors have an added option to
provide HUGE DISCOUNTS to make sure those money losing gaps are filled !!!

: FindADoc also features DOCLINK. This UNIQUE tool allows Doctor to Doctor connectivity. Any of
1.25 million doctors can track and connect with colleagues in the massive database. It has been
described as 'Doc-to-Doc LinkedIn on Steroids'! Docs up with Docs on Doclink.

: FINDADOC INTERNATIONAL comprises over 9,000 US and International Hospitals, searchable by
State or country . This is useful for travelers and medical tourists.

: JOBS SEARCH FOR DOCS features links to Physician recruitment company websites that connects
doctors looking for permanent and locum positions.

: DOCS TREATING HEP C: Patients can search directly for doctors with expertise to treat this
disease. As with several other features, this service is unique to FindADoc. 

: SPONSORS: The Healthcare Resource accepts sponsorship at the Gold, Silver and Bronze level,
from companies to help provide our free services. FindADoc reciprocates by providing links directly to
their websites.

Our unparalleled versatility makes FINDADOC 'More Than Just The Place to Find a Doc!!' The
service provided by this resourceful website has been enjoyed for almost 25 years by millions of users
in the USA. 

FindADoc provides a low cost subscription service, FEATURED DOCS that allows subscribers to be
displayed highlighted, at the TOP of local searches. Their Profile Pages are also linked to their
websites. A service for providing Professionally Produced Videos is available. These Videos are
displayed directly on the profile page and can also be hooked up to YouTube.
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